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RESTO
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Welcome to the Manotel Lifestyle.
In the following pages, you will discover 
the exclusive Manotel hotels. Six hotels, 
six atmospheres, six ways of making 
your stay in Geneva absolutely unique.
In this issue of Manotel Lifestyle, we will 
be showcasing our newest addition to 
the family, the N’vY Hotel. Arty, cosy, 
trendy, N’vY offers a unique experience 
in the very heart of the city.
Immerse yourself in an ultra-modern, 
urban atmosphere where art blends in 
with technology, where street-art graces 
your headboard, where you can relax 
in your bath without missing the latest 
news!
The Manotel Hotel Group is also about 
great food and bars. For example, the 
Duo Côté Resto at the Royal hotel, 
which was awarded 14/20 Gault and 
Millau points this year. Join our chef 
Armel Bedouet for a gourmet tour of the 
kitchen. 
Last but not least, this issue is also a 
great opportunity to tell you the tale of 
two Feng Shui Masters from China who 
came to Geneva to redecorate the Jade 
hotel according to the principles of this 
ancient Chinese science. 

We wish you a wonderful stay with us.

ABOUT

MANOTEL LIFESTYLE

A PROPOS   1

Unique in Geneva, the 
N’vY hotel was entirely 
redesigned by architect 
Patrick Ribes.

PRONOUNCE

N’vY

You’ll notice it as soon as 
you walk in: all of N’vY 
hotel’s staff stand out for 
their extraordinary sense 
of style. Why? Because 
they are all dressed by 
Diesel. The fashion brand 
is a partner of the N’vY 
hotel.

DIESEL 
& MANOTEL

Manotel is committed to sustainable deve-
lopment. Our objective is to save as much 
energy and water as possible. For instance, 
 !"#$$% &' % "#()#% *+#,% '!% *+#% -''./% &' .%
towels are not changed and the money 
saved is donated to WWF International. 
Every year, this helps 4 young volunteers 
to embark on a nature conservation mis-
sion for several months.

MANOTEL 
COMMITMENT



2000 EDELWEISS HOTEL RENOVATED

2001 ROYAL HOTEL RENOVATED / ALINGHI SPONSORSHIP BEGINS

2002 EPSOM HOTEL RENOVATED / PARTNERSHIP WITH THE BERNARD LOISEAU GROUP

2003 KIPLING AND AUTEUIL HOTELS RENOVATED

2004 JADE HOTEL RENOVATED 

2006 ROYAL HOTEL RENOVATED

2008 3 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AWARDS

2012 EPSOM HOTEL CLOSED AND N’VY HOTEL LAUNCHED
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HôtelN’vY

The new arty hotel at 
the heart of Geneva…  
p. 4

Warm, neoclassical am-
biance. Come in, you’ll 
feel instantly at home… 
p. 26

Urban style and contem-
porary elegance… p. 46

A mountain chalet 
atmosphere in the very 
heart of Geneva... p. 40

Entirely designed 
according to Feng Shui 
principles… p. 22 

«The Jade Hotel offers ex-
cellent service just like the 
other partners (Edelweiss, 
N’vY, …) near the lake and 
the centre of Geneva, it 
was a great weekend.»

«A wonderful stay in 
every way at the Edelweiss 
Hotel. We will be back!» 

«I have been staying at 
this hotel regularly for a 
 !"#$%&'(&)$*%+&* ,&-&. ,&
the service and the quality 
of this hotel outstanding.»

«The staff is welcoming 
and very available, friendly 
and polite. A truly pleasant 
hotel, well situated, just 
steps from the train station 
in a quiet street.»

«Beautifully decorated 
room and bathroom, a 
big and very comfortable 
bed.» 

« Bravo for the service. 
/ ,$ 0*#1)2&34$&.3 $++&
room is a big plus.»

A hotel to be savou-
red like an adventure 
book… p. 36
 

HôtelJade

HôtelKipling

HôtelAuteuil

HôtelRoyal

HôtelEdelweiss

THE HOTELS  3
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N’vYHotel

JUST 
LEAVE YOUR 
CAR AT 
THE DOOR!



ARTY, COSY, TRENDY   5

N’vY is the new arty hotel in the 

centre of Geneva. Immerse your-

self in an urban, hip, trendy uni-

verse. The design of the rooms, 

the relaxed atmosphere of the 

bars and restaurants: everything 

here promises an exceptional ex-

perience. And you – want to be the 

“envy” of all of your friends?

 

From the decor 

to the staff’s “dress code”, 

N’vY Hotel is off 

the beaten tracks.

MANOTEL LIFESTYLE



N’vYHotel



FEELING
GOOD
Nomad, Hipster, Shelter or SoChic, 

N’vY offers a range of rooms and 

suites to suit your lifestyle. Bathed 

in light, the spaces have been 

refurbished with a very contem-

porary eye, featuring fusion-style 

furnishings. Enjoy state-of-the-art 

technology throughout to make your 

life easier. 

GUEST ROOMS   7
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UNCOMPROMISING
STYLE

Our executive rooms are 
all equipped with open-
façade bathrooms. 
Comfortably seated in 
your bath, enjoy a relaxing 
moment while watching 
*&.1"&'%&10+3$ 0 5&3'&)'!%&
music.

Consectetuer gravida, convallis 

ac, varius a, pede. 

Consectetuer gravida,convallis 

ac, varius a, pede. Consectetuer 

gravida,convallis ac, varius a, 

pede.  

N’vYHotel

At the N’vY hotel, you’re 
arty even in your sleep. 
That’s because you’ll see 
6'%7&(%'"&5%*(.30&*%30+3&
Meres One above every 
headboard. 

IT’S ALL IN THE 
DETAILS



THE SUITES   9 

Bold designs, trendy objects and 

mirrors, a blend of soft and bright 

colours, all the suites and rooms 

at the N’vY have their own unique 

+3)1$8&94%'!54'!3&)'!:11&. ,&+3*3$;

of-the-art technology, with Wi-Fi 

*<<$++2&=1!$3''34&<'  $<30' 2&>*3&

screen televisions and adjustable 

lighting inspired by chromotherapy.

MANOTEL LIFESTYLE



N’vYHotel

Right in the centre of the hotel, the N’vY bar is the 

place to relax. With its wide-open spaces, its colour-

ful ottomans and modern art, the decor at N’vY bar is 

reminiscent of U.S. West Coast homes. Have a seat 

and try one of our signature cocktails or tasty bur-

gers…



The kitchen offers 
fusion food menu 
around the clock, to 
enjoy to the tunes of 
the resident DJ.

A bold mixture of pat-
terns and textures, the 
bar’s striking style owes 
nothing to chance.

Unique, surprising 
cocktails are the spe-
cialty of our barten-
ders-mixologists. Even 
the size of the ice-
cubes is meticulously 
adapted to each drink!

N’vY BAR
COCKTAILS 
& MORE

N’vY BAR   11
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N’vYHotel

Entirely decorated by 
5%*(.30&*%30+3&?$%$+&
One, Tag’s Café prides 
itself on being uncon-
ventional and relaxed. 
Enjoy a snack, salad, 
green tea or coffee any 
time.

THE
TAG’S 
CAFÉ

Are you mobile? 
At Tag’s Café, you 
can stay connec-
ted even as you eat 
on the run. Check 
your messages 
thanks to the touch-
screen tables and 
iPads® available on 
request.



TAG’S CAFÉ  13
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Meres One, also known as Jonathan Co-
4$ 2&0+&' $&'(&34$&('%$"'+3&.5!%$+&'(&@$6&
York’s new art scene. His ambition? To 
"*7$&+3%$$3&*%3&*&(!11;>$,5$,&*%3&('%"8&A ,&
so he founded 5Pointz Aerosol Art Center, 
* &'B$ &*0%&<$ 3%$&,$,0<*3$,&3'&5%*(.30&*%3&
in one of Long Island City’s old industrial fa-
cilities. Meres One’s art is also exhibited in 
galleries, on album covers, in magazines, in 
music videos and movies.

It’s therefore no surprise that Meres One 
embraced the N’vY hotel’s project. And for 
34$&.%+3&30"$2&*&('!%&+3*%&4'3$1&0+&,$<'%*3$,&
6034&5%*(.30$+8&

Meres One created the headboards in the 
rooms and the design of Tag’s Café, whe-
reas his New-York associate Zimad is the 
artist behind two black and white abstract 
paintings.

Meres One from NYC

WATCH MERES ONE AT WORK 
IN OUR “MAKING OF THE N’VY” 
ON www.hotelnvygeneva.com

MERES ONE 
& N’vY

14   ART AT N’VY



N’vYHotel
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N’vYHotel



N’VY ART   17

MANOTEL LIFESTYLE

The Franco-Columbian artist Triny Prada, who was recently se-
lected for the Venice Biennale, was the victim of an accident 
that almost killed her. After many months of recovery, she re-
connected with her art, drawing inspiration from her experience 
'(&34$&. $&10 $&#$36$$ &10($&* ,&,$*348&CD$%)340 5&#$50 +&6034&

a sketch. Then on canvas the line is used to compose portraits 
6034&*1"'+3&+!%50<*1&B%$<0+0' &E&"'+3&'(3$ &B'%3%*03+&'(&<'"B'-
sers that inspire her: Bach, Stravinsky, Glass, Lennon… Then 
comes the performance: the pigments that Triny crushes in oil 
for a long time and the movement that follows. From the small 
tarlatan canvas to the large formats, the movements are sharp, 
quick, the projections of colour and signs are more and more 
,%*"*30<8&9%0 )&F%*,*:+&*%3&#1$ ,+&34$&B%$<0+0' &'(&<1*++0<*1&.-
5!%$&,%*60 5&* ,&34$&+$ +$&'(&!%5$ <)&'(&5%*(.308&G4$&#0,+&!+&

welcome into a place where light comes to life. Each one of 
her works projects energy and overwhelming strength. For Triny 
Prada, life is art and art is life.

                                                                                                                              ADMIRE TRINY PRADA’S WORKS THROUGHOUT THE N’VY HOTEL

TRINY PRADA
ARTIST
IN RESIDENCE



TRILBYRestaurant

Trendy and stylish, 
on a slightly elevated 
mezzanine, the Trilby 
is the perfect place for 
an exceptional dinner. 



TRILBY 
BEST BEEF IN 
TOWN

STYLE    19

Kobe-style “Wagyu” beef 
is an exceptional meat: 
its unique marbling gives 
it its tender “melt-in-your-
mouth” texture, which 
you’ll enjoy along with its 
 !"#$%&%!''#$(&)*+,!$-&

“Simmental” beef 
comes primarily from 
animals of about 10 to 20 
months of age. Raised 
exclusively on natural 
feed, their meat is a light 
pink colour, aromatic and 
marbled. 

Bred on the Great Plains, 
“Black Angus” cattle 
are, as of around age 15 
months, fed a special mix-
ture of grain for 100 days, 
guaranteeing consistent 
quality and giving the meat 
its incomparable taste. 

Dine with the stars! 
Photos of actors and 
stylish decor add a 
touch of glamour to 
each of your meals 
at the Trilby.

The menu offers gour-
met cuisine, featuring 
the world’s most cele-
brated types of beef 
– Simmental, Black 
Angus, and Kobe-style 
«Wagyu».

THE 
WAGYU
BEEF

MANOTEL LIFESTYLE



N’vYHotel



SEMINARS  21

MEET
IN 
GENEVA
Host your event in the ultra-modern 

setting of the N’vY. Close to Cornavin 

– Geneva’s main train station – and 

only 20 minutes from Geneva Interna-

tional airport, our lounges and semi-

nar rooms welcome you for meetings, 

conferences and banquets. 

Personalised service, 

latest technology and 

excellent hospitality – all 

the advantages needed 

to ensure your event is a 

complete success.

Sausalito A+B  

Dimensions 
Dimension

Surfaces m2

Surfaces m2

Sausalito A     Sausalito B  Nolita

9 x 15 m.     

135 m2.      

9 x 7.5 m.     

67.5 m2.      

9 x 7.5 m.     

67.5 m2.      

5 x 14 m.     

70 m2.      

30     

40      

15     

20     

15     

20      

20     

30      

70     

110     

25    

45     

25     

45     

25     

45    

60    

60    

25    

25   

25   

25

15    

15

200     60    60   60     
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Technique
A(V equipment

  SAUSALITO A + B  

9x15m - 135m2

SAUSALITO A 

9x7.5m - 67.5 m2  
SAUSALITO B 

9x7.5m - 67.5 m2  

Hauteur - Height: 2,70m
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Lumière du jour - Daylight

Hauteur - height 2,70m

NOLITA 70m2  

5x14m

MANOTEL LIFESTYLE

Lumière du jour - Daylight



JadeHotel



SERENITY  23

The Harmony of Feng-Shui 



In the heart of Geneva, discover the Jade Hotel’s 

serene atmosphere. Designed entirely according to 

Feng Shui principles, Jade is a true oasis of peace.

JadeHotel

0''1/%2.#/%
earth, metal, 
water



There is rarely such a story as 
this hotel’s. Its decoration was 
actually guided by a Feng-Shui 
Master and his disciple who 
"#3*%4+5!(%3'.%*+#%2.$*%*5,#%*'%
come to Geneva and set up the 
hotel according to the prin-
ciples of this ancient Chinese 
science. Once in Switzerland, 
they studied the hotel’s

atmosphere, its layout and 
geographical situation for two 
weeks.
They then gave the architect 
and Manotel Group’s manage-
ment valuable advices on how 
to optimise the circulation of 
energy.

From the rooms to the 
breakfast bar, it’s all about 
harmony and the balance of 
energies. 

                             10A SCIENCE   25
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RoyalHotel

Classic,
Chic...

Royal



CHIC   27

Come in, you’ll feel instantly at home. The 

Royal hotel welcomes you into a warm, neo-

6"($$56("%(,75(!6#8%9#.#/%&' :""%2!1%*.(15*5'!/%

attention to detail and a cosy atmosphere, 

along with state-of-the-art service and ameni-

ties. 

MANOTEL LIFESTYLE

“The Royal hotel staff always make their 
guests feel extra special. The service 
is wonderful and the hotel is like a cosy 
home.



RoyalHotel



Comfort 
is 
an art
Designed with comfortable symetry, the 

Royal Hotel’s neoclassical style is inspired 

by bourgeois homes. With their Empire 

furniture, their drapes, their paintings, their 

souvenirs, the rooms and suites of the Royal 

hotel offer a breath of well-being and com-

fort. Come relax between two meetings, 

without losing track of the outside world 

thanks to technology and Wi-Fi. 

                           SUITES & ROOMS   29
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RoyalHotel



Suite spirit

Each suite comes with a comfortable living room, 
a nicely-equipped kitchen, and a bathroom featu-
ring a walk-in shower and Jacuzzi.  

Enter the world of accessible luxury and you’ll be swept away by the space, the 

1#$5;!/%(!1%*+#%6',3'.*%'3%' .%$ 5*#$%(!1%< !5'.%$ 5*#$8%=!%*+#%>*+%-''.%'3%*+#%

hotel, our 5 suites offer about 70 m2 bathed in light and open onto furnished 

balconies.

A ROOM WITH
A VIEW...

SUITES & ROOMS  31
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?'$6'33%,'!@2$+%
cooked with 
salted butter

Boiled 
and candied fennels 
with olive oil

RoyalHotel

Saffron reduction

Maniguette Pepper



RESTAURANTS LE DUO  33

Armel Bedouet has been presiding over the 
kitchens at Duo, the Royal hotels’ restaurant, 
since 2008. Born in Brittany, Armel Bedouet 
perfected his art in renowned establishments 
such as the Chat Botté. With harmony and crea-
tivity, his cuisine is uncompromising on fresh-
!#$$%A%*+#%+5;+#$*%B ("5*&%'3%2$+/%$+#""2$+%(!1%
meat. Likewise, Armel strives to highlight the 
treasures and wines of the Swiss and «Geneva 
terroir» with each day’s menu. Todays, the Duo 
côté Resto is recognized by Gault & Millau. 

RESTAURANT 
OR BISTRO
THE CHOICE IS 
YOURS

The perfect opportunity 
to discover the unique 
wines of the region. 

Le Duo côté Resto offers 
.#2!#1%(!1%5!!')(*5)#%
cuisine in a sophisticated 
and elegant setting. Be 
it for lunch or dinner, let 
yourself be seduced by 
our Chef Armel Bedouet’s 
creativity as well as our 
selection of Grand Cru 
wines available by 

the glass. 
Friendly, inviting and 
welcoming, “Le Duo 
côté Bistro” is very much 
the classic French bras-
serie. It’s the ideal spot 
for a business lunch or a 
quick meal

GENEVA
WINES
...DISCOVER

SIGNED
ARMEL BEDOUET

Follow
the 
Chef...

MANOTEL LIFESTYLE



RoyalHotel



SEMINARS  35

Meet in the
Royal

MANOTEL LIFESTYLE

 

 

 

Surfaces m2

Surfaces m2
Surfaces m2

Surfaces m2

Hauteur
Hight

Rousseau B  Voltaire Voltaire A/B  Eaux-Vives  Gustave-AdorRousseau  Rousseau A

Dimensions 
Dimension

21 x 13.2 m.     

3.2    

70    30    30    30    

3.2     3.2     3.2     2.5   2.6  2.6   

9.9 x 13.2 m.     11.1 x 13.2 m.     18.8 x 5.8 m.     9.4 x 5.8 m.     5.76 x 11.2 m.     18 x 11.2 m.     

277 m2.     130 m2.     110 m2.      55 m2.      147 m2.      64 m2.      200 m2.      

15     

20      

20     

26      

N/A     

N/A     

20    

30     

30     

50     

N/A      

N/A     

20    

15    

40    

20

120   

N/A 

30     50   220/280    

80    40    40    40    

130    55    60  50  

220   100   100  70  

200   80   100 50

130 45 50 30

280/350 125 150 60

In a cozy setting, we welcome your event with precision and expertise. 800 
m2 dedicated to seminars and banquets, one contact person assigned to you 
3'.%*+#%1 .(*5'!%'3%*+#%#)#!*/%-#C575"5*&%(!$%(1(D*(*5'!%*'%&' .%D.';.(,:$%
schedule, daylight, cuisine prepared by our Executive Chef… Your suc-
cess, our motivation.

Salons Rousseau

Salons Voltaire

Salon 
Eaux-Vives

Salon 
Gustave Ador

Daylight



KiplingHotel



 COLONIAL  37

Your invitation 
to travel...

MANOTEL LIFESTYLE



Hotel Kipling opens itself up like an adventure book. 

With its colonial, Indies-inspired furniture, its rooms 

decorated in warm saffron and pepper colours, the hotel 

invites you to go on an enchanting voyage – without 

leaving the premises.

KiplingHotel

Kipling brings 
the winds of the 
Indies downtown



Contemporary and colo-
nial styles meet within 
the hotel. Along with the 
aged wooden furniture 
&' :""%2!1%05EF5%6'!!#6-
tion everywhere in the 
hotel.

Enjoy sensuous comfort 
while you treat yourself 
to an exotic interlude in 
the heart of Geneva.

                             10EXOTIC ESCAPE  39
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EdelweissHotel



SO SWISS  41

Like a 
mountain 
breeze  

MANOTEL LIFESTYLE



Authentic Swiss 
charm…

In the heart of Geneva, the Edelweiss 

hotel transports you to an authentic 

mountain chalet atmosphere. Discover the 

comfortable rooms with their wood decor 

for a typical Swiss experience. It will be 

hard to believe that just out the door, it’s 

the city.

EdelweissHotel



As soon as you step 
in your room, you can 
enjoy the sweet smell of 
pinewood, the natural 
colours and welcoming 
simplicity of the fur-
nishings. 

Make the most of your 
evening, curled up by 
*+#%2.#D"(6#%5!%*+#%
lobby with a good book.

CHARMING  43
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EdelweissHotel

With its wooden 
tables and traditional 
red and white cheque-
red tablecloths, the 
Edelweiss restaurant 
is the perfect, unique, 
setting for a typical 
experience. Be it with 
friends or in a group, 
come and try a fondue 
or other Swiss spe-
cialities, to the sound 
of yodelling and the 
instruments of a tradi-
tional orchestra. 



BEST OF SWISS FOOD  45

Autour 
d’une fondue...?

Have you ever 
heard a yodel?
Today, this vocal 
technique is a sym-
bol of Swiss folk-
lore. Every evening, 
our traditional mu-
sic orchestra sings, 
and plays to

set a typically Swiss 
mood. You might 
also be invited to 
try to coax a sound 
out of the Alphorn – 
good luck!

Every dish served at the Edelweiss res-
taurant is made from authentically Swiss 
products. The Manotel Group Manage-
ment team themselves visited producers to 
taste the meats and cheeses, selecting only 
the very best ingredients for our menu. 
Gruyère AOC, Etivaz, Vacherin from Fri-
bourg, typical dried beef from Valais… so 
many good things to try!

A tradition: should you 
lose your bread in the 
fondue, it’s your turn 
to offer a nice bottle of 
wine to all the guests.

FONDUE...

AUTHENTIC
PRODUCTS

THE
WEAPON!

MANOTEL LIFESTYLE



AuteuilHotel

Urban style, 
contemporary 
design
«We enjoyed a marvellous stay at the 

hotel. The personnel were extremely 

obliging and helped us organise day-

outings and train trips! We can’t wait to 

come back to Geneva very soon! 

Thank you.»



UPTOWN   47
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Urban, stylish, calm, the Auteuil hotel 

is located just a few minutes from Gene-

va’s main train station. With the elegant, 

modern design everywhere from the 

 !!"#$%!$%&'$(%)'##$*')% '+$,!-. '$#- '$%!$

()/$ '0121%3!)4$5)/$!-%#3/'+$,!-.00$6''0$

the beat of the city.

AuteuilHotel

Big city 
lights…



                             10URBAN  49

With its sleek lines and 
soft colours, Auteuil 
Hotel’s style is ex-
pressed in every detail 
and every corner.

From the moment you 
step inside, you’ll feel at 
&!"'4$7&'$80!93)8$( '#$
in the chimney contrast 
with the deep metallic 
greys of the decor. Plus, 
state-of-the-art techno-
0!8,$3#$1%$,!- $()8' %3:#$
to stay connected whe-
rever you are.

MANOTEL LIFESTYLE

Let your curiosity lead 
you as you look around 
the lobby of the Auteuil 
;!%'04$<!-.00$()/$1$
permanent collection 
of original celebrity 
photos from the 1960s. 
= !"$>!(1$?! ')$%!$
Sean Connery, admire 
the greatest stars of the 
era as they arrive on 
Geneva airport’s tarmac. 
Memorable.

STARS 
AND 
FLASHES
AT THE 
AUTEUIL
HOTEL 



UNIQUE

IN GENEVA


